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It is known that some people are 
susceptible to epileptic seizures 
or loss of consciousness when 
exposed to certain flashing lights, 
like watching certain television 
images or playing videogames: 
if you detect any symptom 
of involuntary movement or 
convulsion, disorientation or loss 
of consciousness while playing a 
videogame, inmediatly discontinue 
use and consult your doctor.

Thank you very much for downloading 
BRITISH BOB. This game has been 
developed to run on MSX System based 
devices or emulators.
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British Bob

Bob to the rescue! The 
Queen has summoned you 
to her palace to ask for your 
help. A gang of  thieves has 
stolen all tea biscuits from 
the United Kingdom! This 
is pretty bad news, as you 
must recover them before 
tea time.

If you succeed you will get 
a present from the Queen 
herself! 

Good luck as your quest is 
about to begin!
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The Game

You, as Bob, must travel a variety of 
different stages. You must get all cookies 
from each level:  once you pick them 
all, you will be able to get the tea cup. 
When you get all cookies and the tea  
cup, the red telephone cabin will open: 
in order to finish the stage you must get 
into the  telephone cabin, and you will 
be teleported to the next stage. Stages 
will keep on getting harder while you 
progress in your game.

You must avoid enemies, as they are 
really dangerous. If an enemy touch you, 
you will lost a life. 

Eventually you can collect raindrops that 
fall from the stormy clouds: you’ll get a 
raindrop with  a single touch. Then, you 
can shoot them to enemies, causing 
them to stop moving for a limited time. 



When an enemy is stopped, it can’t hurt 
you, so you can pass through it without 
danger. You  can also jump the platforms 
and open your umbrella during a fall: if 
you do it you’ll fall slowly so you can reach 
certain places by flying.

Time runs fast: if time counter reaches 
zero, the storm will start and thunderbolts 
will start to fall from the skies! Try to 
finish each stage before this happens, 
as thunderbolts are really dangerous for 
Bob!

You will find some secret items inside the 
game. Try to collect them for a special 
goody.



Items

Cookies - Get them all!

Tea Cup - Pick it up to open the Telephone 
Cabin

Diamond - A hidden treasure!

Raindrop - Raindrops fall from the sky. Pick 
them up, so you can shoot them to enemies!

Telephone Cabin - Enter it to exit each stage

Thorns - They are harmful!

Bowler hat

Soccer ball

Beer jar

Telephone

Soldier

Bulldogs

Thunderbolts

Enemies



Soldier

Bulldogs

Thunderbolts

Scoring

Raindrop -> 10 points
Cookie -> 100 points
Tea Cup -> 500 points
Diamond -> 1000 points

By collecting 3 diamonds -> 1 UP

Stage exit -> 10 points per remaining 
time units and remaining raindrops

Controls

You can control the game with cursor 
keys and space, or using joystick port 1:

Right -> Go right (also during a jump)
Left -> Go left (also during a jump)
Up -> Jump
            Open umbrella (during a fall)
            Enter telephone cabin
Button -> Shot raindrop
             Start game
F1 -> Pause (while ingame)
F5 -> Continue (at GAME OVER screen)
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